HOW TO SELL LAWN DISEASE CONTROL, AND DELIVER IT.

Turn disease problems into profits with CHIPCO 26019 fungicide.

Selling disease control is a great way to boost profits and attract new customers.

And CHIPCO 26019 is the ideal product to help you do both.

The selling proposition: a beautiful, disease-free lawn.

Everything you do for a customer is designed to create a beautiful lawn. Turf diseases look bad...and that can make you look bad.

A programmed approach includes an effective, long-lasting fungicide like CHIPCO 26019 keeps your customers satisfied.

CHIPCO 26019 is the only fungicide you need.

It can be used safely on all lawn grasses nationwide to control the major turf diseases like leaf spot, dollar spot, fusarium and brown patch. Highly effective and long-lasting, CHIPCO 26019 fungicide fits into your treatment schedule and reduces callbacks.

In short, when you’ve got CHIPCO 26019 on the shelf, you’re ready for business.

Send for FREE booklet on how to sell disease control.

We’ve put together a booklet that details lots of effective techniques and tools for selling disease control to your customers...and delivering it with effective, long-lasting CHIPCO 26019 fungicide.

CHIPCO 26019 TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

Send to: Rhône-Poulenc Inc.
CHIPCO Fungicide Lawn Care Center
P.O. Box 125 Black Horse Lane
Monmouth Junction, NJ 08852

Please send FREE How to Sell Lawn Disease Control booklet to:

NAME ____________________________________________
TITLE ____________________________________________
COMPANY __________________________________________
ADDRESS __________________________________________
CITY __________________________ STATE _______ ZIP _______
Environmental Industries Inc. Grows as Fast as Its People Can

Large west coast company avoids publicity and concentrates on building a company around its employees

by Bruce F. Shank, executive editor

The management of Environmental Industries, Calabasas, CA, doesn't seek publicity. Success is something they don't like to flaunt. In fact, many people still think 'the big landscape company in California' is Valley Crest Landscape, it's old name.

"Although we have grown rapidly, we are not motivated by taking over the nursery, construction, or maintenance business," says Bruce Wilson, president of Environmental Care Inc., the maintenance subsidiary. "Our growth is based more on our people and our customers than it is on sales objectives. We try to grow at a rate that provides opportunity for our people without the wheels falling off. Good employees want growth and opportunity. So, we grow at the rate our staff can take on more work." Environmental Industries has grown from $28 million to $60 million in sales in five years.

"As a rule, we enter new cities, like Houston and Denver, when one of our California clients asks us to handle facilities there," Wilson states. "We started the Houston branch when Shell Development Co., a Los Angeles customer, asked us to take over maintenance at its West Hollow Research Center. We took the job and built the Houston branch around the Shell job."

"You can't go into a city and start a branch as if you are MacDonalds," Wilson pointed out. "It takes years to get your name to the right people and to be accepted as not being an "out-of-towner". Behind this seemingly loose style is a finely-tuned machine driven by Burton Sperber, presi-
dent and chairman. "His philosophy," Wilson states, "is to let the branches worry about business and corporate to handle details such as banking, insurance and benefits."

From this service core, branch out four subsidiaries. Environmental Care Inc. is the maintenance branch. There are two landscape construction companies, Valley Crest Landscape Inc. and Western Landscape Construction. Valley Crest is the 35-year-old company Sperber built into Environmental Industries. The fourth subsidiary is Valley Crest Tree Co., a nursery operation. The subsidiaries have offices in California, Colorado, Texas, and Arizona with roughly 1,500 employees.

**Starting at the bottom**

Wilson grew up in Rye, NY, was graduated from Cornell University in 1969, and worked for Starner Tree Service in Harrison, NY, for almost two years. In 1970, he and his wife decided there was no better time to try the "California life" and moved to Los Angeles. Sperber had just purchased Green Valley Landscape maintenance company from Joe Marsh and formed Environmental Care with Marsh as president. Marsh hired Wilson, started him trimming hedges and mowing turf. Wilson, after working his way up to branch manager, became president of the subsidiary upon Marsh’s retirement in 1979.

This 'start at the bottom' policy is still in effect. "It is a disadvantage in recruiting college graduates since they often believe college permits them to skip field work," Wilson muses. "But, they are much more effective later on if they have experienced the type of work they manage."

**Keys to growth**

Green Valley specialized in municipal and industrial landscape maintenance. Environmental Care has continued that specialization with more emphasis on industrial and multi-family residential. "We are being moved out of municipal work by low bidders," Wilson said. "Public work is very volatile, going out to bid every two to three years. Industrial/commercial work is based more on quality and reliability than low price."

We are also experiencing an influx of landscape construction companies competing for maintenance work to cover overhead while construction is off. This is cyclical, fortunately, and we'll get our share back when construction picks up again."

"We are not adverse to bidding," Wilson adds. "We make our own subsidiaries bid for work we do. Our biggest problem with bidding in maintenance is most clients don’t have specifications, so they are not comparing apples to apples."

Much of Environmental Industries’ success today is based on establishing good relationships with developers and corporate level property managers. "A majority of construction and maintenance is in the hands of a Headquarters for Environmental Industries in Calabasas, California.

---
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FEBRUARY WEEDS TREES & TURF 63
Always First
Always Outlasts
35 Years...
Est. 1949

Hoffco knows how to build monofilament trimmers.
- Foolproof starting with solid state ignition
- Long wearing auto-centrifugal clutch
- Patented drive shaft system
- Automatic "tap" feed monofilament head for ease and convenience
- Dependable 15.4 cc engine

Design features that you expect to pay more for are standard with Hoffco.

Hoffco has a full line of 10 trimmer/cutters to choose from... complete POP package works in your store to promote the Hoffco name, sell Hoffco value. Ask about unlimited co-op advertising.

For more information:
HOFFCO INC., Dept. WTT4-284
358 N.W. "F" St., Richmond, IN 47374 Telex 20212
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Bruce Wilson, president of Environmental Care.

few individuals," Wilson points out. "Impress them with performance, fairness, and quality, and you become part of their team. Undoubtedly, there is danger in relying too greatly on a few accounts, so we try to balance each branch with a variety of accounts."

Attracting a variety of accounts requires flexibility. Large construction work is primarily union, so Valley Crest Landscape, run by Burton Sperber, is union. For smaller, more competitive construction work, Western Landscape Construction, run by Stan Colton, is non-union. To supply plant material to its own construction companies, as well as other landscapers, Environmental Industries has Valley Crest Tree Company, run by Burt's brother Stuart.

After the landscape is in and the unions leave the job site, Environmental Care's non-union crews can take over with maintenance. "We don't generally offer separate maintenance services such as weed control or fertilization," says Wilson. "We do it all, pruning, mowing, flower care, tree spraying, everything. We are not a chemical application company. We use chemicals where they are needed and when they save labor. We don't charge extra for chemicals when needed. All problems and needs are taken care of as part of our overall service."

HOFFCO has the competitive edge!

Competition is the name of the game... and Hoffco is leading with the GT160T.

the GT160T is...
Small in size
Small in price
Big on performance.

$99.95 Suggested List
New Toro® Super 600C ... we didn’t make it bigger, we just made it better!

The non-identical twins; can you tell the difference?

They look identical, except for the small set screw on Toro’s new Super 600C sprinkler head. That’s for the locking cap feature, assuring even greater vandal-resistance. The check valve in the new model is inside so you can’t see it at all, but it puts a stop to low-head drainage. And the big difference (which you can see only in performance) is the new nozzle selection that lets you apply about twice the gallonage. Just the thing for demanding large-turf applications. Of course, both heads offer adjustable radius . . . adjustable arc . . . and locking nozzle. For super results, specify and install Toro Super 600 ... or, for the bigger job, just add the “C.”

The Toro Company, Irrigation Division
Dept. WT-284, P.O. Box 489, Riverside, CA 92502

*Manufacturer’s suggested list price, subject to dealer option
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PROBLEM SOLVERS

Poison ivy, an occupational pain

Problem: I work on a landscaping crew and every year I catch poison ivy. How is poison ivy spread and is there anything I can do to prevent getting it again? (Mississippi)

Solution: Contrary to popular opinion, poison ivy is not spread by the watery liquid within the skin blisters. A resin from the plant causes the itchy rash reaction. Washing the skin immediately after coming in contact with poison ivy may reduce the symptoms. The poison ivy resin sets up in the skin 5-15 minutes after exposure, after which washing will not remove it.

Since you know that you are susceptible to poison ivy, learn to recognize it and where it grows. Your landscaping job probably makes avoidance difficult so wear gloves, coveralls, long-sleeve shirts, etc., to protect your skin. Clothing helps but doesn’t guarantee that you will never get it again. Poison ivy can be caught by touching clothing, even animals that have brushed against the plants. Some people are so sensitive that the smoke from burning poison ivy plants causes a serious allergic reaction.

The skin rash itself, although uncomfortable, normally does not cause serious problems. It is the scratching which can lead to infection or damage sensitive tissues. Cold water compresses applied to the rash help dry up the blisters and reduce itching. Salves containing steroids, hydrocortisone and/or antibiotics may be prescribed by a physician. When large areas of the body or delicate areas (eg. the eyes) are involved, get prompt, professional medical care.

(Excerpted from an article, “Poison Ivy Cures Founded on Myth.” by Sharon McDonald, Resident in Dermatology, Columbus, OH)

Impractical potash fertilizer

Problem: I live in New Jersey and have been told that local deposits of greensand can be used as potash fertilizers. Is this true and can I use it on lawns?

Solution: Greensand is essentially a hydrated silicate of iron and potash. However, the potassium is insoluble in water and only slightly available as a fertilizer unless refined, which is too expensive to be practical.

Regulator reduces suckering

Problem: We cannot stop suckering on our flowering crabs and apple trees. Is there anything, other than the pruning we have done repeatedly, which works?

Solution: Suckering of ornamental trees, especially flowering crabapple trees, is nearly impossible to prevent via pruning. Various sprout inhibiting chemicals and herbicides have been tried but have not been particularly effective. I should caution that the use of herbicides for sprout control is not recommended. The systemic herbicides, i.e., those which move throughout the plant, when misused can cause considerable injury, even death of the treated tree.

Ohio State University has tested a growth regulator called Tree-Hold Sprout Inhibitor A112, manufactured by Union Carbide. This material is registered for use on crabapples, pear, olive and bearing and nonbearing apple trees. Sprout regrowth from the trunk, from limbs after a branch was removed, and suckering from the base of the tree was stopped when the product was used according to the instructions on the label.

The A112 sprout inhibitor can be applied with a brush or sprayed on. To test for control of basal sprouts and root suckers, the existing shoots were pruned out and the sprout inhibitor applied during the tree’s dormant period. The material was also tested by applying it to live suckers, 6-12 inches long. Both procedures successfully prevented sprout regrowth.

More information about product availability, cost and application rates should be available from Union Carbide or their distributors. We have not tested Tree-Hold Sprout Inhibitor A112, but the OSU results warrant its mention as a possible solution to your suckering problem.

Yellow nutsedge control

Problem: We sprayed nutsedge with Basagran last year and thought we got control but it’s back this year worse than ever. Is there a better herbicide on the market that can be used on lawns? (Virginia)

Solution: Assuming you are referring to yellow nutsedge, Basagran should give you good control. As a sedge, nutsedge spreads through underground tubers which can be controlled with Basagran if they are connected to actively growing shoots. Proper coverage of the plants is essential since Basagran is absorbed through the foliage and does not translo-

continued on page 89

Balakrishna Rao is plant pathologist and Thomas Mog is pest management specialist for Davey Tree Expert Co., Kent, OH.

Questions should be mailed to Problem Solver, Weeds Trees & Turf, 7500 Old Oak Boulevard, Cleveland, Ohio 44130. Please allow 2-3 months for an answer to appear in the magazine.
Suddenly, it seems everyone knows exactly what you need in a commercial mower. Amazingly enough, they all look just like a Bunton. Too bad they don’t perform like one.

The Bunton commercial mower has proven itself with a thirty-year track record. That’s why it’s been copied. Here’s why it hasn’t been matched:

- **Quality of cut.** If you own a Bunton and any other brand, you already know which one produces the better cut, more consistently and with less downtime. That’s why Bunton is preferred by lawn service professionals everywhere.

- **Choice of type, size and power.** You don’t have to “make do” with a mower that’s not quite right for your situation, or wait until next year when they say they’ll introduce the size and type you need. We have it now. Have had it for years. And with Bunton you don’t have to take the engine that “comes with the mower.” We match one of nine commercial engines to your size and application.

- **Low maintenance.** You’re in the business of cutting grass, not debugging “new” products for old line manufacturers catching up with the times, or new companies hoping to break into the business. Bunton’s designs were proven years ago. The others may look the same on the surface, but none have copied the quality that provides the dependability and low maintenance of a Bunton.

- **A past that assures a future.** We sell more commercial mowers in the 24 inch to 61 inch range than all our competitors combined. We intend to keep it that way by making sure our customers are as satisfied in the future as they have been in the past. That assures you of a reliable source for original equipment, parts and service, long after the others are gone.

Overall, it costs less to own a Bunton than a cheap imitation, because…Bunton builds ’em better. For complete information on the largest selection of the industry’s most popular commercial mowers, please write or call for our new full line catalog and the name of the Bunton dealer in your area.

Bunton builds ’em better.

**BUNTON CO.**

P.O. Box 33247 • Louisville, KY 40232 U.S.A.
Phone 502/966-0550 • Telex 204-340

Contract numbers:
G.S.A.: GS-07S-07659
H.U.D.: OPH (CO)ym-3650
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"... The Andersons has consistently proven to Dow how effectively our Dursban® insecticides can be beneficially combined with their fertilizer formulations for double-barreled professional performance.

"There's no question that Dursban insecticides are one of the most versatile, safe, and dependable insecticides which modern chemistry has produced. The Andersons expertly incorporate Dursban into Tee Time fertilizer/insecticide combinations that also give turf pros the added benefit of simultaneous turf feeding. Now, that's effective, efficient and economical.

"What's more, The Andersons' new production facilities are computerized and state-of-the-art. That means accuracy and precision control of the formulation process which is critical to consistent product performance.

"We're confident that turf care pros looking for reliability in fertilizer/insecticide combination products can always find it in The Andersons' Tee Time products with Dursban."

David H. Naffziger, M.S.
Product Development Manager,
Dursban Insecticides
The Dow Chemical Company
The investment you make—in time, labor, product and equipment costs—should not only pay-off with the most healthy looking turf possible—it should also yield other high-interest dividends such as repeat business, happy customer referrals and increased profitability.

That’s precisely why more and more investment-wise turf care experts bank on Tee Time and Dursban insecticides.

Sod webworms, billbugs, chinch bugs, grubs, armyworms, chiggers, clover mites, crickets, ants, grasshoppers, mosquitoes, turf-grass weevils—they can all be formidable foes when it comes to unlocking the greatest possible return on your turf care investment. You need the kind of product performance security you get from The Andersons.

With The Andersons’ line-up of high-quality Tee Time fertilizer/insecticide combinations with Dursban, you get all the selection flexibility you need to meet your specific insecticide requirements. What’s more, you also earn the added economies of single application products that feed while simultaneously controlling bugs.

You can bank on Tee Time 30-3-5 with Dursban—38-0-0 and 18-3-5 with Dursban—Tee Time triple-action 20-4-10 with Dursban and Balan® for feeding, weeding, and insect control—and Tee Time straight formula Dursban 2.5G.

The Andersons purchases technical Dursban in large, economical bulk quantity. Then, it carefully and expertly incorporates it in its computerized state-of-the-art production facility. The result? Safe, consistent, accurate formulations—quality assured—and performance proven. Value to you that’s right on the money.

For the best return on your turf care investment, rely on your close-by Tee Time distributor. He’ll tell you more about the big dividends you earn when you bank on performance yielding Tee Time/Dursban combinations from The Andersons.
Pruning: A practical approach

While arborists are well aware of the advantages of pruning deciduous trees at certain times of the year, they must also remember how the needs of clients and certain locations affect their pruning schedules.

Many times the arborist is the last in line when it comes to deciding when to prune. The customer comes first. You'll prune on Mondays if that's the only day of the week that a golf course is closed. Six months of rainy Mondays will put you further behind schedule, and if an insect problem pops up, expect to sit back and wait until that crisis is resolved.

Commercial arborists don't have the luxury of choosing pruning times based solely on what's best for the tree. While the researchers and horticulturists who publish pruning guides can restrict their attention to the tree's needs, you have to consider your clients' desire to have the job done on time as well.

The vigor of the tree to be pruned and the type of pruning to be performed may more critical in your timing decision than just the season.

Removing only dead limbs from a vigorous tree means you can prune at almost any time, while drastic work on an ancient and well-placed specimen will require more planning.

Don't neglect to consider the impact of pruning frequency when looking at your schedule, either. If a tree is pruned often, it probably doesn't make too much difference when the job is performed. Since only small cuts are made and little canopy is removed at any one time, different pruning times would have no long-term effects on overall tree health. But timing becomes critical when you're removing several limbs from a previously-unpruned specimen.

Finally, remember that quality of workmanship is more important to the tree's health than picking the proper time. Pruning at an advantageous moment makes little difference if your cuts contribute to long-term tree damage.

Since the real world demands that you prune year-round, the old saying, "the time to prune when the saw is sharp" makes more sense than ever.